## FALL 2017

**PIRATE MEALS**

**ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE.**

**SELECT SIDES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED WITH A PIECE OF FRESH WHOLE FRUIT**

### BENE PIZZARIA
- 2 Slices Cheese Pizza
- 2 slices Pepperoni Pizza
- 1 Slice of Pizza + Side Salad
- Pasta + Breadstick

### BLEECKER ST.
- Half Sandwich
- Half Panini
  - Includes your choice of chips, carrots, or side salad

### BURGER STUDIO
- Cheeseburger
- Grilled Chicken Sandwich
- Veggie Burger
  - Includes your choice of fries or apples & yogurt dippers.

### CACTUS PETE’S
- 2 Tacos + Rice or Beans
- Small Taco Salad
- Cheese Quesadilla + Rice or Beans

### CHICK-FIL-A
- Chick-Fil-A Sandwich
- Char-Grilled Chicken Sandwich
- 8 Count Nuggets
- Spicy Chicken Sandwich
- Fresh Market Salad (Vegetarian)

### CHILI’S
- 2 Mini Burgers + Fries
- Veggie Burger + Fries
- Chicken Crispers + Fries
- Southwestern BLT + Side Salad or Soup
- Soup + Salad
- Chicken or Beef Quesadillas

### COLLEGE HILL GRILL
- Cheeseburger + Fries
- 2 Snack Wraps + Fries
- Turkey Burger + Fries
- Grilled Cheese + Fries
- Veggie Burger + Baked Lays® Chips

### PIRATE GRILL
- Cheeseburger + Fries
- 2 Hot Dogs + Fries
- Grilled Cheese + Fries
- Veggie Burger + Baked Lay® Chips

### OLILO
- Baked Falafel Greens + Grains Bowl
- Lemon Rosemary Chicken Greens + Grains Bowl
- Baked Falafel Handheld Flatbread
- Lemon Rosemary Chicken Handheld Flatbread

### PANDA EXPRESS
- 1 Entrée + Rice or Chow Mein noodles

### SUBWAY
- 6 Inch Sub + Chips
- Subway Salad + Apples
- Foot Long ‘Sub of the Month’

### GREENS TO GO
- Small ‘Create Your Own’ Salad + Soup or Baked Potato
- Large ‘Create Your Own’ Salad
- ‘Create Your Own’ Wrap + Chips
- Basic Potato + SMALL Soup or Salad

---

Pirate meals are combo meal offers listed above. Pirate meals are available to both Purple & Gold Meal plan holders with the exception of the Purple Flex plan. If you have questions about pirate meal options please CALL 252-ECU.FOOD | EMAIL Dining@ecu.edu, or VISIT with a Location Manager at any of our campus dining food court.
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• 2 Tacos + Rice or Beans
• Small Taco Salad
• Cheese Quesadilla + Rice or Beans
• Rice Bowl

ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE.
**SELECT SIDES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED WITH A PIECE OF FRESH WHOLE FRUIT

Pirate meals are combo meal offers listed above. Pirate meals are available to both Purple & Gold Meal plan holders with the exception of the Purple Flex plan. If you have questions about pirate meal options please CALL 252.432.4FOOD | EMAIL Dining@ecu.edu, or VISIT with a Location Manager at any of our campus dining food court.
ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE.

**SELECT SIDES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED WITH A PIECE OF FRESH WHOLE FRUIT

- Cheeseburger + Fries
- Turkey Burger + Fries
- 2 Snack Wraps + Fries
- Grilled Cheese + Fries
- Veggie Burger + Baked Lay’s® Chips

Pirate meals are combo meal offers listed above. Pirate meals are available to both Purple & Gold Meal plan holders with the exception of the Purple Flex plan. If you have questions about pirate meal options please CALL 252.ECU.FOOD | EMAIL Dining@ecu.edu, or VISIT with a Location Manager at any of our campus dining food court.
PIRATE MEALS

ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE.
**SELECT SIDES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED WITH A PIECE OF FRESH WHOLE FRUIT

- Regular 6 Inch Sub + Chips
- Veggie Delight 6 Inch Sub + Chips
- Subway Salad + Apple Slices
- Foot Long ‘Sub of the Month’

Pirate meals are combo meal offers listed above. Pirate meals are available to both Purple & Gold Meal plan holders with the exception of the Purple Flex plan. If you have questions about pirate meal options please CALL 252.828.FOOD | EMAIL Dining@ecu.edu, or VISIT with a Location Manager at any of our campus dining food court.
ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE.
**SELECT SIDES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED WITH A PIECE OF FRESH WHOLE FRUIT

BREACKFAST

• Breakfast Sandwich + Hashbrowns
• 3 Count Chicken Minis + Hashbrowns

LUNCH/DINNER

• Classic Chick-Fil-A Sandwich + Waffle Fries
• Char-Grilled Sandwich + Waffle Fries
• Spicy Chicken Sandwich + Waffle Fries
• 8 Count Nuggets + Waffle Fries
• Fresh Market Salad
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ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE.
**SELECT SIDES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED WITH A PIECE OF FRESH WHOLE FRUIT.

• Any ½ Sandwich
  + Includes your choice of 1 side:
    chips, carrots, side composed salad, or whole fruit

• Any ½ Panini
  + Includes your choice of 1 side:
    chips, carrots, side composed salad, or whole fruit

Pirate meals are combo meal offers listed above. Pirate meals are available to both Purple & Gold Meal plan holders with the exception of the Purple Flex plan. If you have questions about pirate meal options please CALL 252.ECU.FOOD | EMAIL Dining@ecu.edu, or VISIT with a Location Manager at any of our campus dining food court.
PIRATE MEALS

ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE.
**SELECT SIDES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED WITH A PIECE OF FRESH WHOLE FRUIT

- 1 Meat Entrée or Veggies +
- Fried or White Rice
- Mixed Veggies
- Chow Mein Noodles

Pirate meals are combo meal offers listed above. Pirate meals are available to both Purple & Gold Meal plan holders with the exception of the Purple Flex plan. If you have questions about pirate meal options please CALL 252.EDU.FOOD | EMAIL Dining@ecu.edu, or VISIT with a Location Manager at any of our campus dining food court.
ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE.
**SELECT SIDES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED WITH A PIECE OF FRESH WHOLE FRUIT**

**BREAKFAST**
- Bacon, Egg & Cheese Biscuit + Hashbrowns
- Egg & Cheese Biscuit + Hashbrowns
- Sausage, Egg & Cheese Biscuit + Hashbrowns
- (2) Breakfast Burritos
- (2) Pancakes + Bacon or Sausage

**LUNCH & DINNER**
- Cheeseburger + Fries
- 2 Hot Dogs + Fries
- Grilled Cheese + Fries
- Veggie Burger + Baked Lay’s® Chips

Pirate meals are combo meal offers listed above. Pirate meals are available to both Purple & Gold Meal plan holders with the exception of the Purple Flex plan. If you have questions about pirate meal options please CALL 252.ECU.FOOD | EMAIL Dining@ecu.edu, or VISIT with a Location Manager at any of our campus dining food court.
ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE

• Baked Falafel Greens + Grains Bowl
• Lemon Rosemary Chicken Greens + Grains Bowl
• Baked Falafel Handheld Flatbread
• Lemon Rosemary Chicken Handheld Flatbread

Pirate meals are combo meal offers listed above. Pirate meals are available to both Purple & Gold Meal plan holders with the exception of the Purple Flex plan. If you have questions about pirate meal options please CALL 252.EDU.FOOD | EMAIL Dining@ecu.edu, or VISIT with a Location Manager at any of our campus dining food court.
ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE.
**SELECT SIDES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED WITH A PIECE OF FRESH WHOLE FRUIT.

**BREAKFAST**
- Bacon and Cheese Biscuit + Hashbrown
- Sausage, Egg and Cheese Biscuit + Hashbrown
- Egg + Cheese Biscuit
  Biscuit can be substituted for English Muffin

**LU NCH | DINNER**
- Cheeseburger
- Grilled Chicken Sandwich
- Veggie Burger

*Entrée Include your choice of fries or apples n yogurt dippers.*

Pirate meals are combo meal offers listed above. Pirate meals are available to both Purple & Gold Meal plan holders with the exception of the Purple Flex plan. If you have questions about pirate meal options please CALL 252.ECU.FOOD | EMAIL Dining@ecu.edu, or VISIT with a Location Manager at any of our campus dining food court.
PIRATE MEALS

ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE

• Regular 6 Inch Sub + Chips
• Veggie Delight 6 Inch Sub + Chips
• Subway Salad + Apple Slices
• Foot Long ‘Sub of the Month’

Pirate meals are combo meal offers listed above. Pirate meals are available to both Purple & Gold Meal plan holders with the exception of the Purple Flex plan. If you have questions about pirate meal options please CALL 252-ECU.FOOD | EMAIL Dining@ecu.edu, or VISIT with a Location Manager at any of our campus dining food court.
Pirate meals are combo meal offers listed above. Pirate meals are available to both Purple & Gold Meal plan holders with the exception of the Purple Flex plan. If you have questions about pirate meal options please CALL 252.ECU.FOOD | EMAIL Dining@ecu.edu, or VISIT with a Location Manager at any of our campus dining food court.
ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE.
**SELECT SIDES MAY BE SUBSTITUTED WITH A PIECE OF FRESH WHOLE FRUIT**

**BREAKFAST**
- Breakfast Sandwich + Hashbrowns
- 3 Count Chicken Minis + Hashbrowns

**LUNCH/DINNER**
- Classic Chick-Fil-A Sandwich + Waffle Fries
- Char-Grilled Sandwich + Waffle Fries
- Spicy Chicken Sandwich + Waffle Fries
- 8 Count Nuggets + Waffle Fries
- Fresh Market Salad

---
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ALL ENTREES INCLUDE REGULAR FOUNTAIN BEVERAGE.
SUBSTITUTE SIDE ITEM WITH A PIECE OF FRESH WHOLE FRUIT

• Small ‘Create Your Own’ Salad + Soup or Baked Potato
• Large ‘Create Your Own’ Salad
• ‘Create Your Own’ Wrap + Chips
• Baked Potato + Soup or Small Salad

Meat protein (Chicken, Steak, Salmon, Hummus, Tofu, & Chicken Tenders) option not included in Pirate Meal cost on ‘Create Your Own Salad’ option. Pirate meals are combo meal offers listed above. Pirate meals are available to both Purple & Gold Meal plan holders with the exception of the Purple Flex plan.